grants

the right to use certification marks of CQS and IQNet

for marking of documents, labels, promotional materials, general company’s documents

from production of company

Certification mark IQNet and CQS
In design:

The mentioned company has the right to use combination of objective marks at marking of documents, labels, promotional materials, general company’s documents. The way and implementation of marking of these documents shall be in conformity with mentioned sample. Only colours blue, black and red are permitted. The objective marks shall be used in combination and according to conditions mentioned in CQS D-14-03 Criteria for use of certification marks IQNet and certification marks CQS.

The certification marks CQS and IQNet can be used within the validity of CQS certificate No. ……., No. /2013, i.e. within ……………., by mentioned company.

Ing. Jana Olšanská
Head of the certification body
CQS z.s.

Prague, date : ………..